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Chapter 2

Actions of a Very \$[eak Magnetic Gradient:
The Reflex of the Dowser

Y. Rocard
L.aboratoire de Phy sique
E c ole N ormal e Sup € ri eure
Paris, France

The way in which the dowser holds his divining rod (Figure 1) is
:-:mmon knowledge, although few people have tried it themselves.whether the dowser reary gets signars coincident with the presence ofwater is a very controversial question. In all events it Jppears un_deniable that above-ground dowsers obtain, when certain ptrysicat co.r-ditions are present, a signal which is the involuntary upward or down-ward movement of the firmly held rod. It is independent of their wirl ifthey are emproyed solery in maintaining their grip. The interpreta-tions of this signal in terms of water 

"r"*rr"ry doubtful. Nevertheless,a correlation with the presence of water is manifested quite often.If we let ten dowsers pass along a certain route, for example aquarter mile of road through a forest, and leave a mark wherever theyget a signal, then experience shows that the marks of all the dowserswill coincide within I or 2 yards of the most frequent mark. Suchverifications, made in a large number of cases,* lead one to believethat there exists a physical agent causing the refrex of thedowser above the ground.

THE MAGNETIC DOWSER

, .lhrolsh experiments described berow and pubrished in a recenrbookr we have established that:

1' The dowser, walking with uniform speed at his normar rate andwith his rod in position, has his reflex started when he movesfrhe con*oversy of the dowsers versus the scientific worrd is such tiat accounts of such ex_perlences are practicallv exgfu{e! f"o- s"i.niiflJii;;;;". To ftnd them, one musr have rhe;"ffi:*;:.f,:"1: t:"'I?1,90 
riterature "1,ild;;;;; g,a ltte-fi io "ulo-ii*iii.. ".i,i",r

#ffig'ilH$';i;iF#iffi 5dE;:t*i::ii;
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Fig. L 1693 engraving showing how the divining rod is held.

through a region where the earthts magnetic fieldis not entirely
uniform and an anomaly is present. If we characterize this
anomaly by a rgradientr giving the variation of the field with
respect to distance, we arrive at the following facts:
a. A gradient of 0.3 to 0.5 mOe/m can be detected, but witlt

a time lag of the order of 1 sec.
b. If the gradient increases to 2 or 3 mOe/m, the detection

is more accurate.
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c. If the gradient falls below 0.1 mOe/m, the detection iswholly inaccurate. There is apparently a threshold below
_ which the gradient cannot be accurately detected.If many small anomalies are repeated in this way within a fewmeters, detection is improved in the sense that ihe signal be-comes irresistible, i.e,, no supplementary muscularcon_traction succeeds in restraining the rod. There is a slow in_tegration (within seconds) of the causes contributing to thersignal. n

If upon arriving at a gradient, one finds himself in a field whichkeeps increasing (within the interval), one witnessesa satura_tion: the human body adapts itself to the new value of the field;20 to 50 mOe is large enough to cause this saturation. If onewishe-s to detect a signal despite this saturation, it is necessary
to walk faster.
In a car or a plane one can detect a gradient AH/Ax weaker thanthat detectable while on foot, proviied that the higher velocityLx/Lt of these vehicles produces a time variation of the fieldaH/N of the order necessary for detection when moving by foot,i.e., more than 0.8 mOe/sec.

THE ART OF THE DOWSER

we are not the first to have reported the sensitivity of a dowser toa magnetic field. According to a very ord book,z when the Abbot ofvallemont-in reality the Reverend Father Le Lorrain, s. J., professor
of Physics at colege Louis le Grand-praces arodestone before a wer_known dowser, nthe rod moves.n S. j. fromp (npsychical physicsn)
causes the dowser to operate with artificiar magnetic fields. Josephwust finds magnetic anomalies on the ground where the dowsers react,However, none of these autho* 

"o.rr".L these effects with the detectionof water.
It appears to us that one may provisionalryconclude that the dowserdoes not detect stiil water in a pond or running water in a river, but hecan detect

a. water filtering through porous media, and
b. water in permeable layers adjacent to beds of clay,

since in these two cases water produces electric currents throughelectrofiltration potential and concentration batteries. If the mediumis sufficiently conducting, and the current in the soir is sufficientryhigh, then there exists at the surface of the soil a smarl magneticanomaly. The effects of erectrofirtration and of 
"r/ypot""iJt are weuknown to geophysicists and can be carcurated. we came to the concru-slol that 1 moe/m is very difficult to obtain, but one can obtain varuesof 0.1 moe/m. on the ground, the magnetic dowser as we have de_scribed him is armost at the rimit of his sensitivity when he attempts
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Fig. 2. Magnetic anomaly along an embankment bordering a_ pond
which has various drains. The variations in the magnetic field are
eraPressed in 7= lQ-s 6tg.

to detect water. In our opinion he detects it only if he experiences
signals which change with time; considerable flood or drought causes

disappearance of the signals, either by suppressing the stream of cur-
rent or by distributing it uniformly. Atthe same time, these conditions

limit considerably the chances of the dowsel to find water close to the

surface of the soil.
Figure 2 represents a site (a bank separating a pond from a ditch

below) where a dowser will obtain strong signals, corresponding to a
magnetic anomaly, as we have proven.

MAGNETIC TRAPS

The dowser can be made to err in cases where the magnetism in
the ground is not due to water:

1. Objects encased in iron, unexploded shells, etc., give signals.
One often finds that they cause a magnetic anomaly too large (2 to 3

mOe/m) to be attributed to water.
2. Certain rocks, basalt among others, become magnetized after

being struck by lightning.
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- 3. Ordinary humus contains a nonmagnetic iron oxide. But if it hasbeen reduced in certain spots by organic?ecompositionor fire, then wehave a magnetic variation: 
" ""-p fi"." in a forest often gives the dowsera signal' one often can detect tombs, either because of this mechanismor because of the deformation of a system of electric currents.

EXPERII\4 ENTS WITHOUT AUTOSUGGESTION
In most scientific media, anything which is qonsideredas not havinga basis in physics is attributed to autosuggestion. Nevertheress, thefact that the dowser_ is sensitive to a magnetic field can be verified inpractice by asking the dowser to indicate the presence or absence ofa fierd controlled without his knowredge. Ttris is possibre if one em-ploys the magnetic field of coils and lhe current is arternatery turnedon and off, with every precaution taken to prevent the dowser fromknowing if the experimenter has turned the current on or off. Figure 3indicates the fierd which is-established around such a frame. we havedescribed such experimentsS and shall summarize them briefly:
1. It is necessary to find a site 12 to 1b m in length which does notgive a magnetic signal.

. 2' Along the rength of the rect,inear path which the operator fol-lows, a frame is praced on an easer. The frame is about s-o cm by 100cm, is wound about 100 times with fine wire, and is fed by a current ofa few milriamperes. It produces a fewmilioersteds in its center and afew tenths of a milrioersted at a distance of 1 m in front of it, the ap-proximate distance at which the operator passes.
following his path, the operator, walking at normal speed (1 to1'20 m/sec), passes through an anomaly of a few tenths of a mirli-oersted in !tf2 to 2 sec.

4z
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Fig. 3. Magnetic field of a L x 2 m rectangular coil. Thefield in the center is taken es ;jt. 
- ---' ''
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4. After he is trained to hold his rod for 15 or 20 sec, he is made

to pass back and forth and told that the current is now on. He shows

that he detects it, and thus becomes accustomed to the field. A second

run is made, and he is told this time that the current is off. He in-
dicates that he does not sense anything. He is then made to go back and

forth without knowing whether the current is on or off.

Under these conditions a good operator is never wrong, if he is not

overworked. A series of 5 or 6 erperiments comprising 30 to 36 pas-
sages is acceptable. However, in these experiments one never ob-
serves the irresistible signal often obtained on the ground. This ir-
resistible effect is obtained if we place two frames in series about 3

m apart and allow the operator topassbefore them in succession. This
shows that the duration of the influence (1 or 2 sec) of a single frame
is too short and that the effect is greatly increased by letting the forces
integrate over a period of time.

CONSEQUENCES FOR BIOMAGNETISM

We consider it established that the dowser while walking reacts to
a variation of 0.3 mOe/sec. We also carried out experiments in which
the field was varied with time and the dowser remained immobile, but

we do not wishtodiscussthemhere. They are not absolutely equivalent.
One important point is that most persons are sensitive. It

is necessary only that the person should be willing to learn how to hold
the divining rod. Furthermore, when they are initiated, their first
sensation must come from a good signal, with no possibility of auto-
suggestion. We found:

1. A good dowser is not sensitive to a much weaker gradient than
a poor dowser, but he has a more rapid and accurate reflex.

2. One observes between the palms of the good dowserrs hands an

electrical resistance Lh o, l/qthat of the poor dowser. This is lessened
if his hands are moist.

3. Certain very talented subjects can detect while standing still,
observing a trembling of the divining rod.

4. These very talented subjects may perceive a small electric
tingling in their palms during the signal.

5. It is much more difficult to determine the reality of the signal
with a pendulum than with a rod. However, we think that the pendulum

dowser detects approximately the same gradient as the rod dowser.

It appears that physiology has not yet attained a level at which ex-
planation can go very far. However, we shall risk a few remarks from
the point of view of Physics.

a. Let pi be ttre magnetic moment of a molecule in tlle human body,

and let H be the strength of the geomagnetic field (0.47 Oe). The energy

CHAPTER 2 
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p'H is very small compared to ft? (h=1.8g x 10-16), the energy perdegree of freedom in a morecure. It is impossibre that sensitivity to amagnetic field would be caused by elemental effects. For example, aphoton iz causes a detectable photoelectric effect, with an energy muchgreater than ft?. with regard to the sense of hearing, the kinetic orPotential energy which. can be detected by thetympan at the threshold ofaudibility is also considerably greater than ta?.b' The chest and 
"r-"-oi the dowser advancing in the magneticanomary will present riving electricar circuits, which are the seat of aninduced emf' one can carcurate the emf; it is ress than a microvolt.Moreover, this induction effect has a vecto r character. If the dowserwere sensitive to it, he could act like a compass and find the directiorof the fierd, This is absoluterynotthe case. The sensitivity of dowserscar therefore not depend on an induced emf.

c. On the other hand, nuclear magnetic resonance is aneffect which would appear to have possibilities.
The nuclei of atoms are magnets on the one hand (mag.netic mo_ment p.) and gyroscopes on ttre ottrer. The earthrs magnetic fierd givesrise to precession ofthe nuclei; the precession rate is character-istic of the field, for example, 2000 rps for a proton and 0.4g Oe.should the dowser be in a nonuniform field, some of the protons in hisbody will have a speed of 2000 rps, others 2001, corresponding to avariation of 0.28 *9.. These protons are fixed in the bones andmuscles and mobite in the blood. They have, on the other hand, arelaxation time sometimes short, sometimes 10ng (manyseconds),depending on the molecures to which tt"fr"torrg. The circulation of theblood causes waves of mobile protons to come in contact with the fixedprotons or other systems of molecules, beating ata frequen"y of ZOOf _2000=1 cps. No matter how weak this rs from one proton to another,it becomes evident when the volume is considerable.

If these vibrations (beats) play any role in living matter, for examplein reducing muscre tone, this wourd suffice to cause a movement of thedivining rod if it were in an initially unstable position.
The noticeably long hysteresis of the dowserrs reflex courd we, beexplained' Too strong a magnetic gradient could not be detected be-cause it would produce too rapid a beat, It can arso 

"*ptri.rln. r"",that the movement of the dowser produces significant efrects in a gra-dient. Even if the dowser is standing still i; a magnetic g."Jr"nr, ,f,.blood circulation may produce a beaiwhich he can d"t""tif h" i. u".ysensitive, On the other hand, the increased effect of a prolonged orrepeated stimulus is explained equally well.
The consideration of a possible intervention of nuclear magneticresonance is very attractive. In addition, it is not a?ector effect, thespeed of the nucrei depending on the absoruie value of the ma$etic tietaand not on its orientation' This agrees again with what we observe withthe dowser.
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Nevertheless, it is still not known how the physiological functions

of the complex molecules of living matter, muscle contraction for ex-

ample, are disturbed by a phase disorder in the rotation of the com-
ponent nuclei under the action of a magnetic field.

\4/hatever it is, the curious phenomenon of the dowserrs reflex,

inasmuch as it is caused by a small magnetic variation, obliges us to

consider wholly new possibilities for magnetic action on living matter,
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Chapter 3

Proposed Mechanisms for the Navigarion
of Migrating Birds

Jeno M. Barnothy
B i ornagne ti c Re s e arc h F oundatio n
Eoanston, Illinots

The question of how migrating birds find their way when flying at
night at great altitudes or in crouds, when no geographical landmarks
can be seen, is an ord puzzre. The hope of gaining new ideas for the
guidance of intercontinental missiles has prompted the armed services
to expend considerable research efforts on this quest. The number of
papers dealing with this subject is quite impressive,but no final answer
has yet been found.l Inthe fortowing,two hypotheses are proposed. one
of them is a new mechanism,theothera physical phenomenon so far not
considered in relation to bird migration.

WING FLAPPING AS d-c TO a_c CONVERTER

In a conductor which movesinamagneticfield, electromotive forces
are generated which are perpendicular to the direction of motion and to
the field direcrion. Their strength in volts is given by emf = Hu cos 

" /i;t ,where H is the field strength in oersteds, u the velocity of the conductor
in centimeters per second, and a the anglebetween the velocity and fieldvector. when a conductor of finite size is moving at constant speed ina homogeneous field whose directiondoes not change (that is, in a field
with zero gradient and zero curl), as is the caselor the geomagnetic
field at a great height above the ground, these electromotive forces are
compensated through the polarization of the conductor. A polarization
current will flow whenever the emf changes due to a change in the di-rection of the verocity of the conductor relative to the magnltic vector.Intensity and duration of these porarization currents depend on thetime derivate of the emf and on the electric resistance and capacitance
of the conductor.

Living matter can be considered as a second-class conductor. The
capacitance of a bird S in. long and 2 in. in diameter is about l0 ppF,
and with a wingspan of 1 ft the capacitance of the wing ends could be


